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ABSTRACT

An optically accessible flame tube combustor is described which has high temperature, pressure, and air flow capabilities.
The windows in the combustor measure 3.8 cm axially by 5.1 cm radially, providing 67% optical access to the square cross section
flow chamber. The instrumentation allows one to examine combusting flows and combustor subcomponents, such as fuel injectors
and air swiders. These internal combustor subcomponents have previously been studied only with physical probes, such as
temperature and species rakes. Planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) images of OH have been obtained from this lean burning
combustor burning JP-5 fuel. These images were obtained using various laser excitation lines of the OH A<--X (I,0) band for two
fuel injector configurations with pressures ranging from I013 kPa (I0 atm) to 1419 kPa (14 atm), and equivalence ratios from 0.41
to 0.59. Non-uniformities in the combusting flow, attributed to differences in fuel injector configuration, are revealed by these
images.

I. INTRODUCTION

The powerplants forthenext generationsupersonicaircraftaremandatedtomeetstrictperformance requirements. Efforts
at NASA Lewis Research Center include reducitlg combustion emissions, specifically NOxand CO, while improving combustor
efficiency. NOxreduction is targeted because NOxis believed todestroy stratospheric ozoneI. The next generation combustors
will operate athigher temperatures and pressures than currentcombustors. While these operatingconditions should lead togreater
engine efficiency, they pose technical challenges in the reduction of NOx2,3. To lower emissions, an improved understanding of
the combustion process at these operating conditions is necessary, but these extreme conditions pose unique challenges to all
established combustor diagnostic methods.

Established methods of analyzing engine performance use gas sampling to measure combustion efficiency and smoke.
StandardgasanalysisequipmentmeasuresCO, CO2,H20, 02, NO, NO2,andunburnedhydrocarbons. However,these instruments
cannot directly probe the combustor to reveal flamestructureor to see the underlying processes that lead togood or bad efficiency.
Significant kinetics information is lost as well, because physical probes can measure only stable species. Combustion modelers
are interested in hydroxyl (OH) as a major combustion intermediate, and because of its importance in the thermal NO formation
mechanism3'4. Combustor designersare interested inOH as well, particularlyas a flamezone marker. OH provides a relative scale
of temperature, because its presence indicates where combustion occurs, and therefore where heat is released. In addition to its
importance in the thermal NOxformation mechanism, temperature plays a key role in engine lifetime. The spatial distribution of
temperature is important because radiative and convective heat transfer affect survivability and lifetime of key combustor
subcomponents, such as the dome and liner. Hot spots can play a deleterious role at the combustor exit by harming the turbine



material. A non-uniform temperature distribution is also evidence of poormixing of the fuel and air within the combustor. Good
mixing is a key factor in achieving high combustor performance and efficiency5,6"

Laser-based diagnostic techniques have demonstrated the capability to supply nonintrusive information on such diverse
parameters as species concentration, temperature, velocity, and pressure7. Of these methods, planar laser-induced fluorescence
(PLIF) offers the potential to acquire temporally resolved, two-dimensional species, temperature and velocity measurements, all
of which are of considerable value to research in advancedgasturbine combustordesign. Alarge research basehas been established
in PLIF diagnostics of gaseous flows at atmosphericpressure. This work includes PLIF imaging of the flame front and various
molecular species in premixed and diffusionflames8,9.Species imagingwithPLIF has also been extendedto highpressure gaseous
flames 1°. Recent experiments have captured PLIF images from atmospheric11and high pressure spray flames12.

Thispaper describes a unique, optically-accessiblecombustor operatingonJP-5 fuel atrealistic flight operatingconditions
for future supersonic aircraft, and presents preliminary qualitative PLIF images of hydroxyl which reveal the flame structure
resulting from different fuel injector configurations.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

2.1 Flame Tube Combustor Facility

The combustor facility supplies non-vitiated air at flow ratesof up to 10pounds per second. Four natural gas can-type
burners provide combustor air inlet temperatures between 589 K and 866 K to the windowed lean flame tube combustor. A
schematic of the combustor is shown in figure 1. The subcomponents that can be varied in this rig are the fuel injectors, either in
number or in style of injection. The combustor measures 74 cm in length and has a 7.62 cm x 7.62 cm (3 in. x 3 in.) cross section
flowpath, with a flow area of 58.06 cm2. Its housing is water-cooled. The liner is made using an aluminum oxide tastable ceramic
material, typically Greencast 94+. Four window assemblies, circumferentially 90 degrees apart, are located such that the centers
of the windows are 14.3cm downstream of the combustor inlet. The combustor is outfitted withup to four 1.27 cm thick ultraviolet
grade fused silica windows, each witha clear apertureof 3.8 cm x5. I cm. This grade of quartzhas a minimum light transmissivity
of 80% over the spectral range from 180 nm to 3300 nm.

The window assemblies are designed to withstand flame temperatures up to 2033 K (3200 °F) and rig pressures up to
2068.1 kPa (300 psia). The maximum ignition thermal cycle allows for a AT of 889 K (1600°F), from an inlet temperature of
867 K (1100 oF) to an ignition temperature of 1756 K (2700 oF). Water cooling and nitrogen film cooling are used to ensure that
the windows cansurvive this severe environment.The nitrogenfilm coolingmechanism provides nomore than 10%ofthe aggregate
combustor mass flowrate.

2.2 Laser Diagnostics Facility

2.2.1 LaserSystems

The laserdiagnosticsfacilityconsistsof pulsedandcontinuouswavelasers,triggeringandtimingelectronics,optics,
photodetectors,camerasandotherdetectionequipment,traversingstages,andsystemcalibrationdevices.Lasersystemsinclude:
(1)ANd:YAGpumpeddyelasersystemwithfrequencydoubling,mixing,ormixingafterdoubling.Itstunablewavelengthrange
is 220 nmto 560 nm,andit has a pulserepetitionrate of 10Hz; (2)A XeCIExcimerpumpeddyelasersystem,witha tunable
wavelengthrange,afterdoubling,of220nmto 300nm. Itspulserepetitionrateis 100Hz; (3)A 5 wattcontinuouswaveArgon-
IonLaser.

2.2.2 Laser Beam Transport System

Due to safetyconcerns, the lasersystems must be operatedremotely from the testcell.This necessitates a complex scheme,
utilizing a series of mirrors and traversing stages, todirect the beam into the flame tube at the desired location. Figure 2 illustrates
the laser diagnostics facility beam transport system and the path the laser beam(s) must take. The beam travels upward from the
table in the laser room, above and across the control room into the test cell, and down into the appropriate location in the test rig.
With the aid of figure 2, the following text describes how that is achieved.

Upon leaving thetable the laser beam is positioned using mirrors withDCmotorizedactuators and a three-axis positioning
system, all mounted from the ceiling. The mirror mounts have horizontal and vertical tilt control, with a resolution of< 0.05 lam.
The first mirror is positioned directly above thelaser room, and transmits thebeam from thetable into the testcell through a shuttered



hole in the wall. Upon enteringthe testcell, thebeam projects overthe inletregion, approximately 110cm upstream ofthe window
location. Therefore, a second mirror receives the beam and directs it downstream, parallel to the test rigaxis, to the final mirror,
which is positioned directly over the top window in the flame tube. The final mirror steers the beam through sheet forming optics
and into the flame tube.

A table installed on the ceiling of the test cell is used to positionthe secondand third mirrors. The table consists of three
motorized stages. Two of the stages control the axial positioning of the beam. They in turn are mounted on the third stage,which
controls the lateralpositioning of the beam.The first of theaxial stages controlsthe axial position ofthe secondmirror. The second
stage moves the third mirror.

The beam path, from thelaser table opticsuntil the beamenters thetestcell area,is enclosed. This enclosure canbe purged
with nitrogen inorder to minimizeabsorption (loss) of laserenergy atwavelengths thatare stronglyabsorbed by diatomic oxygen.

2.2.3 Detection System

The laser sheet is imaged from 90° with an intensified CCD camera focused through a side window. As with the input
beam, the position of the camera is remotely controlled. The camera is typically mounted on a three-axis system of translating
stages situated next to the combustor.

2.2.4 Position Control

To reduce the complexity of positioning the laser beam and detector, all stages are controlled with a computer through
a program writtentocoordinate their movement. The program was writtenusing LabWindows/CVI, a software development tool
produced by National Instruments. The program allows the user to select which laser beam and detector configuration are used
in the test run. The user can specify thetype and orientationof each stagemounted in the test cell and how the stages are connected
to the motion controllers. Based on these selections, the program correctly controls the distance and direction the stages move.
The user canposition the laserbeam in terms of rectangularcoordinates using fractions of millimeters. Movement of the detector
is coordinated so the image remains in focus. The programrecords the coordinates the user enters, as well as any test conditions
theuser wants todocument, ina file specified bythe user. The user canalso definean origin,so the coordinates entered correspond
to the position of the laser beam in the test region. The originis also recorded, so that it can be reproduced for the next test run
or in case a power failure occurs and the current position of the stages is not known.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The lasers used for acquiringthe OH PLIF images consisted of a Continuum Nd:YAG-pumped (NY-81C) dye laser
(ND60), whose output was doubled toprovide the desired UV radiation. The YAG laser 2nd harmonics provided approximately
750mJ perpulseat 10Hz. The dye laser, using R590dye, producedpulsesof 180mJ at 564nm. The dye laseroutput was frequency
doubled to283 nmby a nonlinearBBO crystal ina ContinuumUVX frequencydoubler/mixer ina UVT-I configuration. Itsoutput
was approximately 16mJ per pulse witha bandwidth of 1.0cm"l, as measured by aBurleigh UV pulsed wavemeter. The UV light
was separated from the residual dye output by a peUin-brocaprism. The dye laser was tuned to one of three specific rovibronic
transitions of theOH A_---X(1,0)band, R1(I)@281.458 nm, Rl(10)@281.591 nm,and Q1(1)@281.970nm.The desired transition
was verified by directing"the laser beam through the flame of a Bunsen burner at atmospheric pressure and observing the
fluorescence with a photomultiplier tube/boxcar averager system. The doubled dye output was expanded and collimated to
approximately 2 cm in diameter and directed through the beam transport system.

Sheet forming optics consisted of a sphericallens combination for beam sizing coupled with a cylindrical lens with a
3 m focal length. The resultant focused laser sheet had dimensions of 33 mm x 0.3 mm. Laser energy, prior to entering the test
section, was approximately 10mJ distributedover the sheet and approximated a Gaussian distribution. Laser energy at the laser
focal volume within the test section depended upon the cleanliness of the windows and upon refractive effects of the turbulent
combustion process.

The fluorescence from OH was collected at 90° from the laser sheet by a 105mm, f/4.5 UV Nikkor lens attached to a
Princeton Instruments intensified CCD camera with an array size of 576 x 384 pixels. The field of view of the camera was large
enough to view the entire collection window. The camera intensifier was synchronously triggered with the laser pulse and was
gated for 50 ns. A combination of a WG-305 Schott glass filter (2 mm) and a narrow band interference filter from AndoverCorp.
#313FS 10-50 (2 mm), with a peak wavelength of 315 nm and a FWHM of 10.6 nm, was used to collect OH fluorescence while
efficiently eliminating scattered laser light. Princeton Instrument's WinView software was used to acquire the ICCD images.



The fuel injection system consisted of Lean Direct Injection (LDI), with nine discrete fuel injection points. In LDI
concepts, thefuel is emitted directly into the reactionzone. Swirl is imparted to the air,and insome cases alsoto the fuel, togenerate
a recirculation zone that is used to stabilize the flame. Two different air swirl schemes were examined. One configuration used
45° swirl. The other had a combination of 60° and 45° swirl, abbreviated to 60°/45°.

The combustor was tested under the following range of parameters. The inlet temperature was varied from 811 K to
866 K, with combustor pressures from 1034 kPa to 1413kPa. These were supported by air flow rates of 0.59 to 0.83 kg/s. JP-5
fuel was matched to the appropriate air flow rates at a given temperature and pressure to achieve equivalence ratios,_, of 0.41,
0.47, 0.50, and 0.53.

4. IMAGE ANALYSIS

The images were processed ona Silicon Graphics Indigoworkstation using PV-WAVE data visualization software from
Visual Numerics, Inc. Subroutines havebeen developed to read the WinViewimage format and convert each image into an array
usable by PV-WAVE. For displays using a 256-color palette, the images are scaled so that the minimum is 0 and the maximum
is 255. For the results presented herein, image processing includes background subtraction and removal of noise spikes.

Background subtraction effectively reduces the minimum pixel value for an image to near zero by subtracting from each
image pixel value a background image's correspondingpixel value. When abackground imageis not available theimage minimum
value is subtracted from all pixels. Removal of image noise spikes is necessary in these experiments due to their adverse affect
upon any scaling routine. The cause of the spikesis currently unknown, butparticulate emission and electrical noise on longcables
from camera to acquisition electronics are possible causes. The noise spikesappear as an islandof 1or 2 pixels with a value much
higher than that of surrounding pixels. The spike noise removal routine works bychanging the value of allpixels which satisfy the
removal condition to theimage minimum value. The removalconditiondependson theimage histogram. Foran image represented
by an integer array, each pixel value on the scale from image minimumto image maximum has its own histogram bin. A pixel is
marked for removal if its value puts it into a histogram bin above that group of bins containing 99% of all pixel values.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

With theexception of figures6 and 7, each image within a figure has beennormalized to that image within the figure with
the highest pixel value. In all cases, the laser sheet passes vertically, from top tobottom. The flow passes from left to right. The
images obtained in this study are qualitative in nature. Therefore, the OH images portray relative fluorescent yields only.

The PLIF images were obtained with thecamera positioned sothat the collection windowwas centered in its field of view,
with the illuminated flowfield at its focus. The upstream edge of the windows corresponds to a position approximately 13cm
downstream of the fuel injector exit plane. Equilibrium code calculations13for the range of test conditions used in this study have
predicted OH concentrations on the order of 300 ppm in the flame zone.

Figure 3 shows a comparison amongthe threeresonantexcitation lines used,RI(1), RI(10), and QI(1), respectively. The
three lines were chosenas candidate excitations for tworeasons. First, theyare allstrong lines in the atmospheric flameand provide
a good basisfor looking at the higher pressure flameconfined within the combustor. Second, they lie within 0.5 nm of one another.
The small separation is important because as the laser is scanned to select an appropriate wavelength, a small angular deviation
in output direction results. When the distance to the experiment is short, the angular variation may be unimportant. The beam in
this experiment must travel approximately 24 meters to reach the test rig, and such a long lever arm magnifies what appear to be
minute or even nonevident shifts in beam position. Each image in figure 3 was obtained with an inlet temperature of 866 K,
combustor pressure of 1034kPa, 60°/45° air swirl, and • of 0.53. The plots immediately below each image give that image's
relative pixel intensity from top to bottom (which corresponds to the direction of laser beam travel) along the white lines in each
image. Neither the RI(I ) nor the RI(10) line shows indicationof laser sheet attenuation. The QI(1) line, however, displays strong
evidence of laser beam attenuation, on the order of 40%. Facility operating procedures preclude the possibility of calibrating the
camera CCD with a known intensity gradient in situ prior to a test run. Therefore, to determine an accurate OH distribution, a

transition that displays minimal laser absorption should be selected. Although the RI(I ) and RI(10) excitation lines display little
attenuation, the Rl(1) linehas alow fluorescence yieldcomparedto the RI(10) line. Basedupon therepresentative candidateimages
of figure 3, RI(10) was selected for subsequent imaging of OH.

Figure 4 shows a comparison between resonant and off-resonant excitation with 60°/45° swirl. The resonant excitation
line is RI(10) at 281.591. The off-resonant excitation is at 281.01 nm. Each image is composed often laserpulses. The combustor



pressurewas 1034kPa and• was0.53.Theoff-resonantimageshowsno evidenceof eitherelasticallyscatteredlaser lightor
contributionsattributableto complexfuelchemistriesand/orpolycyclicaromatichydrocarbons.Therefore,the resonantPLIF
signalis attributableonlyto fluorescencefromOH.

Figure5 is acomparisonofOHPLIFimagesacquiredat thesameflowconditionsbutatdifferentequivalenceratios. The
combustorusedthe600145° air swirlconfiguration.Theinlettemperaturewas866K, themassflowrate ofair was0.83kg/s,and
the combustorpressurewas 1398kPa. Theequivalenceratiosare0.53,0.50,0.47,and0.41,respectively.Theimagesconsistof
anaverageof 10laserpulses.EachimagewasnormalizedforWinViewautoscalingroutinedifferences,thuspresentinganaccurate
representationof the relativefluorescenceintensity.As expected,the OH fluorescenceintensitydramaticallydiminisheswith

• decreasingequivalenceratio. Onecanalsoseethatthe amountof hydroxylformedis relativelyuniformacrossthe flowfieldfor
thisinjectorconfiguration.Thatisnotthecasewitha differentswifterconfiguration.Figure6 showsa comparisonof 600145° and
45° swift. MoreOHis formedtowardthe wallsof the combustorfor the45° swift,with relativelylowamountsformedatthe
centerline.This correspondswith highertemperaturesalongthe wallsofthe combustor,ratherthanin the center,andindicates
potentialproblemsin keepingthe linercool.Furtherexaminationofthatconfigurationusingaseriesofsinglelaserpulses,shown
infigure7,revealsthat"lobes"ofhighOHareformedasymmetrically.Sometimes,asinglelobeappearsat thetopofthecombustor,
sometimesat thebottom,andotherinstances,it occursatboth thetopandbottomoftheflametube.Thesedatashowthatthenature
of the combustionis not necessarilyuniformandthat, on the microscale,the flow is random. This findingwas subsequently
substantiatedbyComputationalFluidDynamicscalculations.Gassamplingofthe combustoremissionshadearlierrevealedthat
the600145° airswiftconfigurationperformedbetterthandidthe45° swirlconfiguration.However,itcouldprovidenoexplanation
of why. Theseimagesvividlyillustratethatthe45° air swiftconfigurationdoesa comparativelypoorjob ofmixingfuelandair.
Thisinformationcanonlybeobtainedbyopticalmeans,anditenhancestheabilityto understandcombustionprocessesin arealistic
system,andthereforepredictcombustionphenomenaanddesigncombustorsmoreeasily.

6. CONCLUSIONS

These results demonstrate the viability of the planar laser-inducedfluorescence diagnostic technique applied to an actual
highpressure, high temperature combustion facility.This is theonly facility of its kind, capable of providing advanceddiagnostics
for design and optimization of gas turbine combustors. PLIF images of OH were obtained at a range of test conditions duplicating
those to be experienced in future high performance combustors. The PLIF results of OH using different lean direct injection
configurations has shown that the fluid mechanics within the combustor are highly turbulent, and that there are large fluctuations
in hydroxyl, and consequently temperature, on the microscale. This information is important for combustor design and kinetics
modeling, and provides details that are impossible to determine with traditional physical probes.

7. FUTURE WORK

Future experiments will explore additional excitation lines and fluorescence signaldetection filtering options. PLIF will
be extended tomeasure temperature and other speciesof interest, such as CHand NO. The maximum combustor operatingpressure
will be extended to 2026 kPa (20 atm).
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Figure7._Shot-to-shot variationin flame structurefor 9 pt LDI
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Resonantexcitationis R1(10).
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with physical probes, such as temperature and species rakes. Planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) images of OH
have been obtained from this lean burning combustor burning Jet-A fuel. These images were obtained using various laser
excitation lines of the OH A_--X(I,0) band for two fuel injector configurations with pressures ranging from 1013kPa
(10 atm) to 1419kPa (14 atm), and equivalence ratios from 0.41 to 0.59. Non-uniformities in the combusting flow,

attributed to differences in fuel injector configuration, are revealed by these images.
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